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***** Print on Demand *****.HEFT was a NASA-wide team that performed analyses of architectures
for human exploration beyond LEO, evaluating technical, programmatic, and budgetary issues to
support decisions at the highest level of the agency in HSF planning. HEFT Phase I (April -
September, 2010) and Phase II (September - December, 2010) examined a broad set of Human
Exploration of Near Earth Objects (NEOs) Design Reference Missions (DRMs), evaluating such
factors as elements, performance, technologies, schedule, and cost. At end of HEFT Phase 1, an
architecture concept known as DRM 4a represented the best available option for a full capability
NEO mission. Within DRM4a, the habitation system was provided by Deep Space Habitat (DSH),
Multi-Mission Space Exploration Vehicle (MMSEV), and Crew Transfer Vehicle (CTV) pressurized
elements. HEFT Phase 2 extended DRM4a, resulting in DRM4b. Scrubbed element-level
functionality assumptions and mission Concepts of Operations. Habitation Team developed more
detailed concepts of the DSH and the DSH/MMSEV/CTV Conops, including functionality and
accommodations, mass volume estimates, technology requirements, and DDTE costs. DRM 5
represented an effort to reduce cost by scaling back on technologies and eliminating the need for
the...
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It in one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. Its been printed in an extremely basic way in fact it is merely right a er
i finished reading through this book in which really altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Sigrid Brown-- Sigrid Brown

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e book. I am easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr. Odie Hamill-- Dr. Odie Hamill
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